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Abstract
Health care and medicine were one of the first areas where artificial intelligence was applied, although initially with little impact
on health care itself. Most of the impact of early AI in Medicine (AIME) research was in terms of the development of new AI
methods. With the increasing availability of health-care data, there is now renewed interest in AIME, however, this time with the
promise of having impact on healthcare. In this lecture we introduce Bayesian (causal) networks and show how they are used to
address and solve different problems in healthcare and medicine. The lecture starts by giving basic definitions and introducing a
paradox warning us about what, at the current state of the art, can be achieved and can not be achieved when only data are
available. In particular, the ladder of causation of Pearl is described and explained. Then, we move to Bayesian (causal) networks
by providing definitions and properties about such a type of model. The lecture closes by showing several instances where
Bayesian (causal) networks have been developed and used to assist clinicians in making complex decisions, we also describe
some running and challenging projects including myasthenia gravis, endometrial cancer, cardiovascular disease and chronic
kidney disease.
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